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The theory of quantum order by disorder (QOBD) explains the formation of modulated magnetic
states at the boundary between ferromagnetism and paramagnetism. PrPtAl has been argued to
provide an archetype for this, although the existence of two successive modulated states in zero field
was not captured by theory, and the quantum regime where the magnetic transition temperatures
are suppressed to zero Kelvin has not been explored. Here we report the phase diagram in magnetic
field, applied along both the easy a-axis and hard b-axis. For field accurately aligned to the b-axis
we find that the magnetic transition temperatures are suppressed and at low temperature there
is a single modulated state, separating an easy a-axis ferromagnetic state from a field polarised
b-axis state. This state has a strongly temperature dependent resistivity, suggesting it results from
a QOBD mechanism and provides a much cleaner example of modulated state formation by this
mechanism than the low-field high-temperature modulated states. Our measurements for field along
the a-axis also explain an anomalous magnetoresistance previously observed in one of the two high-
temperature low-field modulated states. Finally, the strong polarisability of this state that we
measure, affords an insight into why this second modulated state occurs.
The suppression of magnetic order by pressure (P ) or
chemical substitution is a proven approach to discover
new quantum phases of matter, such as unconventional
superconductivity. In clean metallic anti-ferromagnets
the transition remains continuous as the ordering temper-
ature is suppressed by the tuning parameter, resulting in
a quantum critical point (QCP) at zero temperature. For
clean metallic ferromagnets a QCP is however avoided in
one of two ways, each attributable to a different mecha-
nism [1]. In the first, the transition becomes 1st order at a
tri-critical point (TCP). Tuning further beyond this point
meta-magnetic transitions occur at finite field along the
easy axis, giving rise to wings in the P -H-T phase dia-
gram, across which the uniform moment is discontinuous
(H is the magnetic field). This mechanism arises from
coupling to any bosonic mode at zero wavevector [2–4].
Examples include UGe2 [5, 6] and ZrZn2 [7]. In the sec-
ond way a modulated state is formed between the ferro-
magnetic and paramagnetic states [8, 9]. This is driven
by increased fluctuations in the presence of modulated
order, a mechanism known as quantum order by disorder
(QOBD) [10].
Modulated states have been observed in NbFe2 [11]
and LaCrGe3 [12] when their Curie temperatures are de-
pressed by doping and pressure respectively. However
in these materials a TCP is first encountered with uni-
form jumps of the magnetisation across wings. Thus both
mechanisms for avoiding the QCP seem to be active.
PrPtAl shows a modulated state at finite temperature,
which fits with predictions for QOBD [13]. However pres-
sure does not suppress the ordering temperature, but
enhances it, so the quantum regime where the transi-
tions occur at very low and ultimately zero temperature
has not so far been explored. Here we show that a field
transverse to the easy axis can provide an appropriate
tuning parameter to depress the transition temperatures
(to zero) in PrPtAl, giving a modulated state free from
the complications of additional 1st order wings.
To treat PrPtAl the QOBD model for an itinerant sys-
tem [9] is extended by the inclusion of local moments
and anisotropy [13]. Its key predictions are (i) a 1st order
transition from uniform ferromagnetism to an incommen-
surate spiral state (ii) a temperature dependent modula-
tion vector (iii) an increase of the density of states (DOS)
in the spiral state due to an increase of the phase space
for fluctuations, brought about by small deformations of
the Fermi surface (iv) extreme sensitivity to field applied
along the easy axis as the energy stabilizing spirals is
small.
There are some loose ends in describing the previous
data in terms of QOBD that we resolve in the present
study. For high quality PrPtAl single crystals, neutron
and resonant X-ray scattering identified that the para-
magnetic (PM) to ferromagnetic (FM) transition passes
through two incommensurate spin density wave states,
SDW1 & SDW2 [13]. The magnetoresistance for field
along the easy a-axis is strongly negative in the SDW2
state with a cusp-like maximum at B=0, suggesting
stronger fluctuations are present in the SDW2 state than
in the FM state, supporting a QOBD based explanation
for SDW2 (Figure S1, Supplementary Material). The
magnetoresistance for SDW1 however has a peak at low
field that was not easily explained by the QOBD theory
assuming field suppresses the modulated order.
In the current work we show that the amplitude of the
SDW1 state is in fact initially enhanced with magnetic
field before being suppressed. The increase of the mag-
netoresistance is then perfectly consistent with QOBD.
This is because in a QOBD state the fluctuations are en-
hanced along with the amplitude of the order. In contrast
for non-QOBD states magnetic fluctuations are peaked
at a phase transition but are suppressed entering the or-
dered state. The correlation we report between the order
and magnetoresistance therefore provides clear evidence
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FIG. 1: Colourscale images of normalised magnetic resonant X-ray scattered intensity as a function of field (H) applied along
the b-axis and scattering vector (0, 0, L) at (a)-(b) 5.55 K, (c)-(d) 5.2 K, (e)-(f) 4.5 K and (g)-(h) 2.4 K. Here scattering at
wavevectors q1 and q2 survives up to 2 T before abruptly being replaced by scattering at wavevector q3. (i) The H-T phase
diagram showing the integrated intensity at q1, q2, q3 and 3q2 up to 4 T. The marker size is proportional to the integrated
intensity (scaling shown in the legend). Measured points where no intensity was found are marked by crosses. (j) The variation
in integrated intensity at q2 and q3 with H at 4.5 K. (k) T dependence of the magnitude of q3 (the dashed line is a guide to
the eye).
that both SDW1 and SDW2 are explained by the QOBD
mechanism.
By applying a field perpendicular to the easy axis along
the b-axis we find that the transition to the paramag-
netic state can be suppressed and that a single mod-
ulated state occurs at low temperature separating FM
from a polarised PM state. We now discuss the various
results in more detail. A comprehensive description of
the sample and X-ray scattering geometry is given in the
Supplementary Material.
The resonant X-ray scattering intensity of high quality
single crystals of PrPtAl for fields along the b and a axes
is shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. These measure-
ments are sensitive to magnetic moments directed along
a. We discuss first the low field (< 50 mT) measure-
ments for both axes and then higher field measurements
for H ‖ b. As found previously in zero field, SDW1
exists below T1 = 5.85 ± 0.05 K with q1 ≈ (0, 0, 0.10),
accompanied by a second state with modulation vector
q4 ≈ (0, 0, 0.235) (Figure 2(a)). Below T2 = 5.45±0.35 K
these states are replaced by SDW2 with q2 ≈ (0, 0, 0.07)
and a third harmonic. The second modulation at q4 is ab-
sent for measurements made in the magnets and is there-
fore already suppressed by any residual field (< 1 mT).
Thus the q4 intensity seen in the inset of Figure 2(a) (no
magnet) is not present in Figure 2(d) with a magnet.
For H ‖ a the intensity of the q1 modulation of SDW1 is
initially enhanced, and peaks at 10 mT, where it is ac-
companied by a second harmonic (Figure 2(e) and (f)).
No 2q1 signal is induced for field ‖ b. The magnetoresis-
tance for field along the a-axis (Supplementary material
Figure S1) contains a small positive maxima at 10 mT in
SDW1 that may now be understood to be a consequence
of the enhanced order in small applied field. |q1| and |q2|
increase with temperature as shown in Figure 2(i). No
changes of q1 and q2 are seen with field.
For field applied along the b-axis SDW1 and SDW2 sur-
vive to ∼ 2 T before switching to SDW3 with modula-
tion vector q3 ≈ 0.235 (Figure 1(c)-(f)). The magnitude
of the critical field (2 T) is similar to the conventional
anisotropy field estimated in [13]. SDW3 then extends
into the quantum regime at low temperature and high
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FIG. 2: (a) Colourscale image of the normalised magnetic resonant X-ray scattered intensity as a function of T and reciprocal
lattice co-ordinate (0,0,L) in zero field (no magnet). Inset the corresponding intensity at wavevectors q4 and 3q2. (b) H-T phase
diagram of the integrated intensity at q1, q2, 2q1 and 3q2 for H applied along the a-axis. Here the marker size is proportional
to the normalised integrated intensity (scaling is shown in the legend). Measured points where no intensity is found are also
marked by crosses. The data at zero field in this plot are with the magnet in place. (c)-(h) Colourscale maps of scattered
intensity as a function of H along a-axis and (0, 0, L) for 5.8, 5.4 and 5.0 K (the corresponding temperatures at zero field are
marked by dashed lines in (a)). (i) T dependence of the magnitude of q1 and q2. Points at different field superimpose. Dashed
lines are guides to the eye showing that both q1 and q2 increase linearly with temperature. (j) The ratio of integrated intensity
between the second harmonic 2q1 and q1 at 5.4 K as a function of field. The dashed line is a guide to the eye.
fields, which was the original target for the QOBD de-
scription. The integrated intensities of SDW2 & SDW3
as a function of field at 4.5 K are shown in Figure 1(j).
At 1.6 T no SDW3 intensity is present, at 2 T it co-exists
with SDW2, replacing SDW2 entirely at 2.4 T consistent
with a 1st order transition. Above 2.4 T the intensity de-
creases continuously with field to zero above 3.2 T. The
linear suppression of the intensity with field suggests that
the high field transition is a continuous transition. SDW3
could be either a polarised spiral, a fan state along the b-
axis or an inclined plane wave state (these cannot be dis-
tinguished based on our data). A fan state might be con-
sidered the most likely choice as found in field polarised
rare earth helimagnets [14, 15], although the mechanism
driving modulated state formation is quite different. Fig-
ure 1(k) shows that unlike q1 and q2, q3 decreases with
temperature. q4 has the same magnitude as q3 and fol-
lows the same T dependence [13]. Azimuthal scans [13]
show that the modulated moments in SDW4 are along
the a-axis, which is consistent with a fan state, polarised
along b. It is therefore possible that SDW4 is the same
state as SDW3. It could come from closure domains in
zero field cooled samples.
Magnetoresistance for field along the b-axis is shown in
Figure 3(a). Red markers show the transition fields seen
with X-rays. At the continuous transition to the fully
polarised state, where the transverse magnetic suscepti-
bility is expected to diverge, a local maxima exists. The
temperature range of the measurements does not permit
a meaningful estimate of the power law describing the
temperature dependence of the resistivity, however the
magnitude of the dependence can be estimated based on
ρ = ρ0 + AT
2. The A coefficient of resistivity as a func-
tion of field applied along the b-axis is shown in Figure
3(b), determined from the data between 2.2 and 4 K. In
this temperature range SDW3 exists between ∼ 2 and
4.2 T. The temperature dependence of the resistivity is
seen to be enhanced in the SDW3 state. This shows that
the DOS is indeed increased in SDW3 compared to both
the FM and PM states.
4For both magnetoresistance and X-ray scattering mea-
surements the transition to SDW3 only takes place for
fields within a ±1◦ alignment with the b-axis (an exam-
ple curve for a misalignment of 1◦ at 3.8 K is shown as
magenta in Figure 3(a)).
We now discuss the energetics of the 3 states SDW1,
SDW2 and SDW3. There are 4 Pr atoms per unit cell and
the local crystalline electric field (CEF) environments are
tilted in the a-c plane. This means moments in the a-
direction also imply an implicit AF moment component
along c within the unit cell. For simplicity we omit men-
tion of the c-axis moments in the following. In previous
QOBD calculations only a spiral state for SDW2 and
uniform ferromagnetism were considered [13]. A more
general modulated state can be written(
Mx
My
)
=
(
Ma cos(qz −
∑∞
n=1 δn sin(nqz))
Mb sin(qz −
∑∞
n=1 δn sin(nqz))
+
∑∞
m=1 m cos(mqz))
+
∑∞
m=0 m cos(mqz))
) (1)
where Mx is the moment along the a-axis and My is the
moment along the b-axis and q is the primary modulation
vector, which is along z (c-axis).
Previously, the only term retained in the sums was
δ2 6= 0, which accounts for the deformation of the SDW2
state away from an evenly pitched spiral in response to
the CEF and generates a third-order harmonic at 3q.
It gives a bunching of the moment directions as shown
in Figure 4 (for SDW2) either towards the a-axis for
δ2 > 0 or towards the b axis for δ2 < 0. The term 0
switches from a spiral 0 = 0 to an inclined plane wave
for 0 = ±pi/2. This parameter has not been determined
experimentally.
The terms n = 1, m = 1 give a net moment along
the a or b axes respectively and would be expected in
a magnetic field or if there is spontaneous uniform po-
larisation. These terms give a second-order harmonic.
The SDW2 state therefore resists polarising in a field (no
second harmonic was found), whereas SDW1 polarises
strongly for H ‖ a (the relative intensity of the second
harmonic against field is shown in Figure 2(j)). The lack
of a 3rd-order harmonic for SDW1 indicates a weaker role
of CEF anisotropy in this state compared with SDW2.
Ma 6= Mb provides another source of anisotropy that
does not result by itself in the generation of higher har-
monic reflections. In polarised neutrons scattering [13] it
was found that the ratio of the modulated moment Ma to
Mb was around 3±0.5 at lower temperature where SDW2
predominates (1st and 3rd harmonics) and 2.5± 0.5 (for
both SDW1 and SDW2) at higher temperatures where
SDW1 dominates. Thus the intrinsic anisotropy arising
from Ma/Mb is similar in all the states.
Experimentally, in low field the period of the SDW2
modulation decreases from 15c to 13c with temperature
before jumping discontinuously to 10c in SDW1. In
forming a modulated state there is a loss of ferromag-
netic exchange energy since the moments are no longer
locally aligned. This acts to minimise the modulation
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FIG. 3: (a) Magnetoresistance with applied field along the
b-axis. The region where SDW3 exists is shaded red with
markers showing the transition field seen with X-ray scatter-
ing. The magenta curve is at 3.8 K for a field applied 1◦ away
from the b-axis towards the a-axis. (b) The A coefficient of
resistivity for Fermi liquid fits between 4-2.2 K as a function
of field. Black markers correspond to the region where SDW3
exists within this temperature range.
wavevector q. This is offset in the QOBD mechanism by
the excess density of states created through modulation,
roughly proportional to M2q2 which lowers the energy,
favouring a large q (M =
√
M2a +M
2
b ). The optimum q
results from a subtle balance of these two energies and is
strongly dependent on temperature.
The crystal field anisotropy energy between the a and b
axes is proportional to M3 (or higher power of M) and
also contributes to the energy balance [16]. Additional
anisotropy beyond this depends even more strongly on
the magnitude of M . It favours a state that has all the
moments aligned in the preferred CEF direction (a-axis)
and favours bunching towards this direction. As the tem-
perature increases the magnitude of the ordered moment
falls and the role of magnetic anisotropy decreases more
rapidly than the other energy scales. This is consistent
with the fall in the intensity of the third harmonic with
temperature in the SDW2 state. For the SDW1 state,
where no 3rd harmonic is detected, the stronger H ‖ a
polarisability is a natural consequence of reduced bunch-
ing allowing more moments to point along the b-axis di-
rections. Moments in this direction are easy to deflect
5SDW1 (H ‖ a) SDW2 SDW3 
FIG. 4: The schematic Ha-Hb-T phase diagram for PrP-
tAl with fields applied along the easy a-axis (vertical) and
hard b-axis (horizontal), based on our measurements. SDW1
(Blue), SDW2 (green) and SDW3 (Red) modulated states
form a ridge around the first order FM plane (yellow) across
which the FM moment M ‖ a reverses. The phase boundaries
between the different modulated states and on the low-field
low-temperature side of the ridge are first order. A narrow
red region is also shown at zero field that indicates the pres-
ence of regions of SDW4. The SDW4 state is very similar to
SDW3, as described in the text. Schematics of the moment
directions viewed along the c-axis for one modulation period
for the different modulated states SDW1, SDW2 and SDW3
are shown below the phase diagram.
and grow in magnitude as they rotate towards a
The SDW1 state appears to be very fragile in zero mag-
netic field, appearing alongside SDW2 and SDW4 in the
zero field study, but is much clearer in the presence of a
small field. Symmetry requires that a continuous transi-
tion from PM will be into an irreducible representation
of the magnetic space group which would have moments
directed along either the a-axis or b-axis. Thus the tran-
sition at T1 in zero field to a state with moments in both
directions would need to be first order, although the tran-
sitions in finite field may be continuous.
One of the most remarkable properties of the QOBD
theory is that it explains order along magnetic hard
axes [1]. In zero field this is manifest by states SDW1 &
SDW2 with moments along both the a-axis (easy-axis)
and b-axis (hard-axis) directions. We have then applied
field ‖ b to suppress the FM state. The SDW3 state links
the uniform states FM and PM that have different mo-
ment orientations. This provides an ideal setting for the
QOBD mechanism since the difference in energy between
M ‖ a and M ‖ b is low allowing the material to lower its
energy via the QOBD mechanism. Our resistivity study
indeed provides evidence for an increase in the DOS. The
overall H-T phase diagram for both hard and easy axes
is shown in Figure 4 with schematics for each magnetic
structure.
In conclusion we have shown PrPtAl may provide a
simple example of a QOBD state formation tuned with
field applied along the hard b-axis. No evidence of first
order wings was observed, distinguishing PrPtAl from
other systems. At higher temperature the low field states
SDW1 and SDW2 add complexity. We have resolved
why the magnetoresistance initially increases in SDW1
for H ‖ a. We have also identified qualitatively why
SDW1 is more strongly polarisable and therefore pre-
ferred in a small field over SDW2 close to T1. SDW1 and
SDW2 are separated by a first order transition and do
not necessarily have different order parameters. Instead
they may simply reflect an unstable energy landscape,
rather than being intrinsic to the QOBD mechanism.
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Magnetic Fields
Crystal Growth
High-quality single crystals (RRR ≈ 75) were grown using stoichiometric masses of starting materials under ultra
high vacuum by Czochralski pulling from a RF-heated melt in a water cooled crucible. Before the growth Pr (99.9%
Ames) and Pt (99.995% Alfa Aesar) were outgassed by ultra high vacuum annealing (Pr and Al (99.999%) were also
etched to remove surface oxide).
Resonant X-Ray Scattering
Resonant X-ray diffraction was carried out using the XMAS UK-CRG beamline (BM28) at the ESRF. The sample
(crystal mosaic FWHM 0.01◦) had a natural as grown surface perpendicular to the c-axis. Measurements were carried
out at the 6.444 keV Pr L2 edge where a sharp maximum in absorption, fluorescence and magnetic scattering occurs.
This comes from a simple dipole transition, confirmed from an azimuthal scan in zero field (for q2 = (0, 0, 2.07)
at 5K) [1]. Fields of up to 4 T were applied with a superconducting magnet (horizontal field transverse to the
incident beam), with a 180◦ vertical and ±5◦ horizontal aperture. The orientation of the sample cryostat can be set
independently of the magnet and was aligned with the magnet dismounted to give a wider angular coverage, setting
the sample b-axis parallel to the magnet table with a precision comparable to the sample mosaic. Measurements were
made in the vertical scattering plane, with a LiF (220) analyser to detect scattering in the σpi channel (Figure 1,
main text). This geometry is sensitive to moments in the ac plane. The error in aligning the b-axis with the field is
then the larger of 0.01◦ and the precision with which the field is parallel to the magnet axis, estimated to be better
than 0.1◦.
Measurements with field parallel to the a-axis (Figure 2, main text) were made with the same scattering geometry
(ac scattering plane) but the field was applied with a small electromagnet along the a-axis and rotated with the
sample (the field was determined with a Hall probe). This set-up had a reduced air gap and hence reduced attenuation
from air.
Measured satellite intensities have been normalised to the (002) structural Bragg reflection to allow comparison of
intensities between different setups. At the (002) position the component of the moment canted along the c-axis has
a zero structure factor. Thus for both field orientations the measurements made close to this position are primarily
sensitive to the modulated moment ‖ a.
Resistivity
Resistivity and magnetoresistance measurements were made with a standard 4 probe technique (100 µA current
applied along the c-axis at 37 Hz). Experiments were carried out in a 4He closed cycle refrigerator with 9 T Cryogenic
Ltd superconducting magnet. The sample was mounted on a 2-axis rotating stage fitted with Hall probes to allow
accurate adjustment of the applied field direction to align precisely with the field along the b-axis (Figure 3, main
text).
The resistivity at zero field, shown in Figure S1(a), has a stronger T dependence in the SDW2 state than below
or above it, which provides evidence for an enhanced DOS. The magnetoresistance for field along the easy a-axis is
shown in Figure S1(b) and is strongly negative in the SDW2 state with a cusp-like maximum at H = 0, suggesting
stronger fluctuations are present in the SDW2 state than in the FM state, supporting a QOBD based explanation
for SDW2. The magnetoresistance for SDW1 has an initial peak at low field that in the current work we show is a
result of the amplitude of the SDW1 state being initially enhanced with magnetic field before being suppressed. The
structure in resistivity linked to SDW1 and SDW2 is washed out by field along the easy a-axis and is completely
absent for B> 40 mT, consistent with the suppression of these states.
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FIG. S1: (a) Low temperature resistivity of PrPtAl normalised to the value at 300 K at zero field (blue) and 70 mT applied
along a-axis (red). (b) Magnetoresistance for field applied along the a-axis. Arrows indicate the maxima at ≈ 10 mT in SDW1
and the cusp in SDW2. Paramagnetic (PM) and ferromagnetic (FM) states are also marked for comparison.
